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Chapter T meets at the Vienna Hotel on the corner of
Rt. 13 and Rt. 49 on the fourth Thursday of the month.
Join us for a bite to eat @ 6PM with the meeting to follow at 7PM
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Rider Education Director:
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Tom & Renee Wasluck
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NEW YORK DISTRICT
STAFF :
District Director
Paul & Suzette wood
Asst. District Directors
Bob & Cathy Turner
Gary & Donna Cork
District Educators
John & Pam Van Deusen
District Leadership Trainer
Claire & Richie Aylward
District MAD Coordinators-TBA

District Coy Coordinators
Bob & Sandy Kelley
District Couple of the Year
Tim & Eileen Guile
District Membership Coordinator
Pete & Marielle St. Amour
District Public Relations
Linda Waterman
District Treasurer
Kathy DeGroff
Newsletter Editor
Phil & Tammy Coons
District Web Mistress
Suzette Wood
NY District Website:
http://gwrra-ny.org/

Checkout the
Latest News from the N.Y. District:
http://gwrra-ny.org/news.htm

& GWRRA National’s News Letters
http://gwrra.org/enewsletters.html

Chapter T Staff:
Chapter T Director: David & Linda Fletcher 315-865-4458 \ fletch98@dreamscape.com
Asst. Director: TBA
Treasurer: Jack & Joan Bisgrove 315-339-2452 \ bisgrove@twcny.rr.com
Ride Educator: Jim Thayer \ jthayer12@gmail.com
Tech advisor: Dave Secor 315-725-7618 \ bikerdavy@yahoo.com
Newsletter editor: Jim & Trish Thayer \ jthayer12@gmail.com
2012 Chapter Couple: Al & Linda Yerdon
MEC: Linda Clemens 315-762-4339 \lmcleme@gmail.com
Recording Secretary: Sally Williams \ salandwill@hotmail.com
Sunshine Coordinator: MaryAnn Bennett 315-339-4344 \ sawhorse@twcny.rr.com
Webmaster: Clark Clemens \ cwcleme@twcny.rr.com
Photographer: Dan Brown \ Au9411@verizon,net

Dash 4 Cash
Points
Birthdays:
Sept.-3 Lester Bennett
Sept.-5 Mary Ann Bennett
Sept.-12 Alvin Yerdon
Sept.-23-38 Bud Combs
Anniversaries:
Sept.-13-69 Jack & Joan Bisgrove
Sept.-19 Ted & Janice Zamorski

as of 8-30-13
points 17 +

Congratulations to All!
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Monthly Gathering
50/50 Winner

Betty Goldsworthy

There were 45 members and/or guests at the BBQ/Meeting for Chapter T’s Director’s
August 2013. When you pull together the fine food and good
Corner
friends you know it equals fun and great times. Again this year the
Chapter would like to thank Linda and Clark Clemons for hosting
the event at their home.
There always seems to be a large group of Goldwingers attending our August BBQ. Those of us with some
sort of memory will recall that last year we had over a dozen riders from Michigan attend. This year we were fortunate to have our
close friends from Chapter D attend our gathering. Let me tell you that these two chapters have some excellent cooks with great recipes.
Oh, many of the neighbors and passersby were turning their necks to see all the colorful Goldwings adorning both sides of their
long driveway. Check the Chapter website for the pics!
Bi-State Convention: There’s been a lot of discussion, planning, and commitment to do our part (Chapter T) making this past
Convention as successful as possible. Members were very giving of their time and
effort while staying within their personal time constraints and pocketbooks/
wallets. On behalf of Chapter T, I want to thank each and every one of you for
your personal effort manning the Hospitality Room.
For those readers not familiar with the Convention, another area we were
involved in was compiling a ‘basket’ with items made in New York. Do you
know of any products made in New York that we could have provided? New Jersey had their own basket with products made in New Jersey. By the way, Chapter
T provided ‘Turkey Joints’ – made in Rome, New York.
Western skits; Remember me at our gatherings trying to fester up some interest in our Chapter ‘T’ doing a skit?? Three chapters found members just as
crazy (in a nice way) as some of our own members to perform skits. Maybe next
time.
On the whole, the skits were: imaginative, clever, and witty. We all had a lot of laughs and it was fun.
Ride for Kids: held July 21, 2013 at the Deerfield Fire Dept. I’d like to bring to light again, some of the Chapter ‘T’ members,
about ten, that volunteer their time and effort for this event. I apologize for not noting everyone’s name but I didn’t have first hand information and didn’t want to leave someone out.
One other reason for speaking of this is so our sponsors can get an idea of the various activities/events our members get involved
in. There are several events throughout the year Chapter T members get involved in. This is really a group of kind hearted, like minded
people.
Did I blink too long? Where’d it go? Why does the summer seem to pass by so
quickly. I’m sure we all have great memories/moments that are seared into our cranial
hard drives. Maybe it was a short ride with close friends, extended excursions out of
New York, or an event or training seminar you attended. Whatever it is – they can’t take
it away.
On the other hand, maybe the Chapter didn’t meet your expectations. Maybe you
wanted more training seminars, more shorter rides, more longer rides, etc. How can you
voice your opinion to enhance Chapter fun??
If you attend the monthly chapter gatherings you know the Chapter Director asks
for ‘feedback’ and constructive criticism at each meeting. IF you’re not comfortable voicing your opinion, or you don’t want to offend
anyone…call, text or e mail a Chapter member you feel will hear what you are saying.
Also, around February of each year we get together to plan for the next riding season. Several members gathered last February
for finger food, planning and fun. Therefore, if you want more or varied events/rides, etc, please don’t hesitate to let someone know.
Swerving: The other day I had a choice to ‘brake hard’ or ‘swerve’ in order to miss an obstacle in my path. I decided to swerve as
I wasn’t confident the rider behind me would stop in time. Fortunately I had taken a parking lot safety course to practice swerving. I
recall my instructor saying that swerving was a good hazard-avoidance technique that all riders need to practice and use.
During my rides I would practice swerving. Sometimes I use the lines in the road, tar snakes, and/or road-kill as my obstacles to
avoid. I was taught to think of swerving as two consecutive quick turns. The first is to swing out and avoid the obstacle. The second
turn is made after you have cleared the hazard and return back to your original direction of travel.
Remember to swerve left, press the left handgrip first then press the right handgrip to complete the swerve and return back to
your original path of travel. Stabilize your body by bracing your knees against the fuel tank and keep your feet on the footrests. Avoid
“target fixation” on the hazard to avoid, instead, look directly where you want to go i.e. your escape path. Maintain constant speed/
throttle and never brake while swerving. Brake before you initiate the swerve while the bike is still upright.
Like any skill building technique, you should practice-practice-practice
Next meeting: September 26, 2013
**Ride Safe and Offer More Visibility**
Dave & Linda
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Risk Management System
Riding a two-wheeled or three-wheeled motorcycle requires constant vigilance in identifying and minimizing risk. All successful riding courses have their own defensive strategies to help rider’s manage
their risks in motorcycling. These strategies present a logical sequence to identify and deal with potential hazards while
riding by; first recognizing the hazard, then making an educated guess on what might happen because of the hazard and
taking an appropriate reaction to the hazard as if it were a threat.
All of the GWRRA Rider Course Training Programs developed and uses the risk management system strategy -- SAA:
SAA -- SEEK – ANTICIPATE – ACT
SAA is a three step, continuous process as we ride, in making appropriate judgments and applying them correctly in
different traffic situations. It never ends and cycles over and over. As Riders and Co-Riders, we should always assume
that everything and everyone on the road intends to do you harm.
SEEK: -- What kinds of information should we be looking for?
You must seek or observe everything that is in or about to enter your path of travel --other riders, drivers, curbs, road
surfaces, signs, traffic lights, road makings, pedestrians, animals and so forth. Since 90% of all accidents occur in an arc
of 120 degrees to the front of the bike, the majority of your attention should be directed to your front and sides of your motorcycle. Whether the other vehicle is coming towards you, going in the same direction as you, or entering your path of
travel from the side you must watch all of them closely and run the “what if’s” thought your mind. You should always shift
your seeking or observing between other users and your riding environment in order to observe any changes in movement
or potential dangers.
ANTICIPATE: -- What kinds of information should you be processing?
Closely watch what the other vehicles are doing or objects in your path
of travel and anticipate a range of potential consequences “the what if’s”
beginning with the worst case scenario while taking advantage of the best
alternatives.
The quickest way to spot movement of a motor vehicle is to observe
the front wheels position in question. Are the wheels starting to revolve -parked or stopped car? Are they beginning to turn (as in a left turn)?
Watch for the door to begin to open.
Is there a child or a dog playing close to the street? Anticipate either of
them darting out into traffic. Is that truck that’s next to you creeping into
your lane? Be prepared to take immediate evasive action. Do you have
eye contact with the driver who is stopped at a stop sign? If you do, they
are less likely to pull out in front of you, but not always. Give them a short blast of your horns to get their attention and
move to the opposite side of your lane
ACT: -- When it is time to “act,” what primary actions should we practice?
Keep as many options or alternatives open for as long as possible. We should allow for sufficient time and space to make the optimum decision and to take the optimum action. This is where your
GWRRA Rider Course Training Program comes into play. Your
three main evasive actions as identified in the Hurt Study in 1981
are: apply braking (possibly maximum), swerving out of danger,
or cornering if you have the room.
Always have an escape route -- always. Look for wide paved
shoulder areas of the road. Maximum straight-line braking will often help. Motorcycles can stop in an amazingly short distance if
you know how to do it. But in order to be able to act properly you
must first take Rider Course training:
Take a MSF Experienced Rider Course (ERC); GWRRA Advanced Rider Course (ARC), Trike Rider Course (TRC) or Sidecar Rider Course (SRC).
Don’t just take it once and practice what you are taught. It just might save your Co-Riders and your life one day. There
are literally thousands of possible situations you may encounter on the highway. The most important thing is to continuously seek information, anticipate what that hazard could do to harm you and be ready to act.

Safety is for life, your life.
Bruce & Sandra McMahill
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Motor Cyclict Magazine 10/2013

BRAKING BAD?

TECH CORNER with Dave Secor

Troubleshooting Common Brake Problems
WORDS: Jerry Smith PHOTOS: Joe Neric

Submitted by: Jim Thayer
Chpt. “T” News Letter Editor

H

orsepower is great, we all love it. More of it
the better. But brakes are what keep you alive. Strong, progressive, predictable stoppers can add more than a little performance to any sportbike and a
huge amount of confidence to most riders. Fortunately, brake technology has kept
pace with the rest of the machine. As sportbikes get lighter, shorter, and more powerful, better brakes step in to make the most of today's impressively sticky tires. Circle of life, and all that.
Good as they are, brakes are not lifetime components. Like tires and engine oil, they're consumable. The catch, though, is that many brake problems develop so gradually that they're neglected until
it's too late. That's why it's important to know the symptoms of the most common ones.
Start with brake fade, the loss of stopping power when the brakes are hot. The friction of braking
generates heat that migrates from the brake pads to the caliper pistons to the brake fluid. Brake tech
has progressed so that every component is more and more capable of absorbing this punishing heat
without adverse effects. It's this advance, along with the general move toward stronger, stiffer (yet
lighter) components, that makes today's stoppers so incredibly good. But the fluid still takes a beating.
Brake fluid is hygroscopic, which means it absorbs water from the air through the reservoir vent,
past the caliper seals, and even from the air in an opened but capped container. The more water in
the fluid the lower the temperature at which it boils and turns to steam, a compressible gas, which
makes the brake feel spongy. If the fluid is dark and dirty it's contaminated with water and needs to be
flushed and replaced. Water also promotes corrosion inside the master cylinder and on the caliper pistons.
Never aim high-pressure washers at the master cylinders, reservoirs, or calipers.
Corrosion around the caliper pistons prevents them from retracting when you let off the brake, causing the
pads to drag on the caliper.

QUICK

FACTS

Brake function is
serious stuff, so don'
t take the maintenance steps lightly.
Work very slowly with
brake components
and absolutely, positively check the service manual if you
have any doubt about
the way pieces fit together. Carefully
examine the mounting hardware that
retains the pads and
that mounts the caliper to the bike. Use
your torque wrench
on all of these critical
fasteners.

If this goes on long enough the pads' surfaces glaze over, which
reduces friction. The pad material can transfer to the rotor, which
makes the lever or pedal pulse when you apply the brakes.
The best way to remove glazing from your rotors is to remove
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them from your bike and glass-bead blast them. A quicker, easier, and almost as effective method is to scrub the rotors with a red Scotchbrite
pad. (If your discs do not have floating buttons, you can lay them on a flat surface for this step.) Follow that up with some aerosol brake cleaner
and a clean rag.
Glazing is also caused by poor break-in. New pads should be bedded in gradually, and every manufacturer specifies a routine to accomplish this. Even when you remove the glaze from your old pads, treat them like new and break them in again according to the manufacturer's recommendation.
Another cause of pulsing is warped brake rotors. To check for warped discs, raise the wheel off the ground and use a dial indicator to
check for the maximum runout allowed in the manual, or ballpark it by taping a piece of stiff wire to the swing arm or fork leg with one end skimming the rotor's surface. The typical repair is to replace the discs with new-OE or aftermarket bits—and given the price differential, aftermarket
is often the way to go—but there are companies that claim to be able to take the Pringles out of your rotors. (Google "motorcycle brake disc
repair.")
Brake pads are often difficult to check, so pad wear goes unnoticed until it's announced by the budget-busting squeal of the pad's metal
backing plate scoring the life out of the rotor. You can monitor pad wear by watching the fluid level in the master-cylinder reservoir. As the pads
wear, the caliper pistons move farther out of their bores, and fluid from the reservoir fills the extra volume behind them. If the fluid level is low,
and there aren't any obvious leaks in the brake system, it'll be time for new pads soon. Don't top off the reservoir in the meantime, because
when you push the pistons back to accommodate the new, thicker pads there won't be anywhere for the excess fluid to go. This can cause
corrosive brake fluid to leak out of the reservoir, or worse, the brakes to bind.
Whenever you install new brake pads, make sure you remove the brake dust and corrosion that accumulates around the caliper pistons,
and inspect the pins the pads slide on for notches. Anything preventing the pads from moving smoothly from side to side should be removed, re-greased, or replaced.
A very thin smear of high-temp grease on the pads' backing plates reduces friction, inhibits corrosion, and helps absorb some of the harmonic vibration that cause brake squeal.

BETTER WHOA FOR LESS DOUGH
5 Easy Brake Upgrades

WORDS: Jerry Smith PHOTOS: Joe Neric

M

ost stock brakes are so good that big-buck modifications reach the point of diminishing returns pretty quickly. That doesn't mean there's no room for improvement
to stock brakes, though, or that you have to take out a second mortgage to get them. Here are five budgetfriendly ways to improve your brakes that anyone can afford.
1. Steel-braided brake lines. Rubber brake hoses swell slightly when you apply the brakes, reducing feel at
the lever. The older they are the more they swell. Swap them out for braided stainless-steel lines. Made of
Teflon and covered with a tight weave of braid, they don't swell, and they're essentially a lifetime replacement.
2. Brake pads. Stock sintered-metal pads work well in all riding conditions, from cold stops to wet riding to
gonzo canyon racing. Aftermarket sintered pads can have a slightly higher friction rating than stock, and varying
the compound affects initial bite. hot fade, and other characteristics. Sintered pads are for the performance enthusiast, while organics and semi-metallics are price-point alternatives that won't have quite the same performance.
3. Brake fluid. No magic here, just replace the fluid every 2 years. sooner if the manufacturer says to, or if you
ride in the wet a lot. Regular DOT4 is fine for bikes that come with it.
4. Clean the calipers. To prevent dragging pads from glazing, remove the crud from around the caliper pistons, and clean the pads' retaining pins so the pads can retract when you let off the brake. Replace any split
pins or spring clips you remove. Check the torque on the caliper mounting bolts, too.
5. Grease the lever and pedal pivots. Dirt and dead bugs can clog up the brake-lever pivot, and dirty water
and road crud splash up from underneath onto the brake-pedal pivot. Like any bearing surface, the pivots
need lubrication. Grease them periodically to get back the smooth operation that makes controlled braking easier.
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Sun
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Lake George, NY
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Lake George, NY

TBA
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Chapter T
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Gathering at the
Vienna Hotel
Dinner—6:00 pm
Meeting 7:00 pm
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5

October 2013
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Happy
Halloween
Shooting Star
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